Frontier archetypes have helped advertise military service for over a century, from Michael P. Whelan's iconic Men Wanted in the Army posters through Leo Burnett's not so distant appropriation of the tagline from Clint Eastwood's The Outlaw Josey Wales movie posters.
In the wake of the terrorist attacks of 9/11, advertisers continued to merchandise military service in several series of commercials evocative of the cult of the cavalry and the Manichean rhetoric of the Cold War Westerns. An ambivalent representation of the Armed Forces, which purportedly dispels romantic notions of potential recruits yet glamorizes the hardships of a military career, invested the ideology behind these video clips with mythical significance and helped vindicate the rhetoric of the War on Terror waged by the George W. Bush administration (its military engagements continued without quite the same publicity by his successor). While the chief means utilized by the creators of the post-9/11 military recruitment commercials are those steeped in video gaming culture, likening the military experience to a first-personperspective shoot-out-to appeal to a core enlistment group for the USAF-an aberrant reading of these commercials presented in this article traces their many thematic and rhetorical origins back to the cavalry Western perfected by John Ford in his trilogy (Fort Apache, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, Rio Grande), examining how they recycle the formulas of war movies and cavalry flicks to assert America's latest military operations. Using Svyetlana Boym's inquiry into restorative nostalgia, Roland Barthes' analysis of the mythical metalanguage and Louis Althusser's concept of interpellation, I will argue that the recruitment commercials of the past decade use the myth of the cavalry to articulate narratives which are at the same time nostalgic in their monumental iconography and anxious in their desire to maintain the crumbling foundations of Pax Americana. Drawing from cultural historians Richard Slotkin and Stanley Corkin, who saw the Cold War Western as a manifestation of developments in the country's international relations, I will approach military ads as concise metaphors of the rhetoric of the War on Terror. This rhetoric extracts from the cavalry Western its fundamental thematic, visual and textual components, overriding the dynamic of the present to secure among prospective recruits the conditions necessary for continuous cultural reproduction.
In contemplating the traits and formulas of the cavalry Western in contemporary military advertising as current expressions of the ongoing armed interventions of the USA, I propose to approach the trilogy holistically, its protagonists molded into a single, multifaceted archetype in the grain of Emanuel Levy's interpretation of the character of Nathan
